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There’s a rocky, 
washed-out stretch of 
singletrack in Rothrock 
State Forest in central 
Pennsylvania that has a bit 
of a reputation. Wildcat is 
less than a mile long, but it 
averages a 23 percent grade 
as it dives through dense 
pine forest and menacing 
rock gardens, demanding 
even the locals’ utmost 
attention. As one race orga-
nizer puts it, “Riding it is like 
looking into the jaws of a 
great white shark.” 

The trail was the pen-
ultimate segment of a 

two-day enduro that took 
place over some of the 
same rough terrain that 
put the “epic” designation 
into the Trans-Sylvania Epic 
stage race. At least I was 
on the right bike for it. 

BMC brought 27.5-inch 
wheels to its Speedfox plat-
form to fill the gap between 
its 29er Trailfox enduro 
racer and the 130mm-travel 
Speedfox 29er trail bike. 
But the Trailcrew is not just 
a smaller-wheeled Speed-
fox—it’s the 29er’s bad-boy 
alter ego. Engineers slacked 
out the head angle to 66.5 

degrees, increased the trav-
el to 150mm, and beefed up 
the fork and shock. Modest 
428mm chainstays offer 
some whip, but a longer 
front center gives this 27.5-
inch trail bike a relatively 
long wheelbase overall. This 
enabled the Trailcrew to be 
reassuringly stable blasting 
Rothrock’s straight-down-
the-fall-line rock gardens. 
Aggressive knobs on the 
2.4-inch-wide Onza Ibex 
tires bit down on dirt to 
help me rail turns at speed. 

BMC’s dual-linkage, 
APS suspension tends 
to be progressive and to 
prioritize pedaling effi-
ciency. But here, engineers 
designed a plusher, more 
descent-oriented ride. At 
the bike park, the Trailcrew 
floated off drops and land-
ed with a bottomless feel. 

At slow speeds, however, 
the APS design combined 
with Cane Creek’s DBAir 
Inline shock—that, Cane 
Creek says, optimizes low-
speed damping to get mad 
climbing efficiency without 
sacrificing traction—to 
give the suspension a very 
firm feel. But the lack of 
perceptible “squish” on 
climbs helped alleviate the 
otherwise somewhat grin-
dy effect of the 34-tooth 
chainring and burly tires. 

And in an enduro, the 
descents are what mat-
ter anyway. By the time I 
got to the top of Wildcat, I 
had heard so much about 
the trail that I was ready 
to get it over with. Right 
away, I had my butt all the 
way back to counteract 
the physics of it all. Water 
had carved a deep gully 

through the middle, but 
the Trailcrew played deftly 
on either side to find the 
best line down. It barreled 
through rivers of loose, 
fist-sized rocks that would 
knock a lesser bike off its 
line, and played hopscotch 
over a series of steppy 
boulders. A photographer 
was planted at a rock 
garden—a sign the finish 
was near. Don’t screw it up 
now. A flick of the wrists, 
a shift in the hips, a few 
hard pedal strokes, and I 
slid home. I accepted the 
high-fives, exhaled, and 
laughed. My heart was 
trying to punch a hole 
through my chest. But I 
had ridden the whole thing 
clean.—gloria liu
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Carbon front triangle, aluminum 
rear P All-aluminum frame ver-
sion also available for $3,899 P 
Cane Creek DBAir Inline shock 
allows high- and low-speed 
compression and damping to be 
adjusted independently  P Shi-
mano XT hydraulic disc brakes 
P RockShox Reverb seatpost P 
SRAM X01 1x11 drivetrain
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